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Experimental Design of Worldwide Internet Voting

System using PKI

Kwangjo Kim, Jinho Kim, Byoungheon Lee, and Gookwhan Ahn

Abstrat|We have designed an Internet voting system ap-

pliable for worldwide voting whih is based on Ohkubo et.

al.'s sheme [23℄ ombined with Publi Key Infrastruture

(PKI). To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst trial

to serve seure Internet voting system to the world. In our

system, voter's privay is guaranteed by using blind signa-

ture and mix-net, and robustness is provided through the

threshold enryption sheme. By employing Java tehnol-

ogy, we propose a way of typial implementation for inter-

net voting system. Furthermore, PKI permits worldwide

key distribution and ahieve \one erti�ate/one vote" pol-

iy. Therefore, anyone an partiipate in the voting if he

gets a erti�ate from Certi�ate Authority (CA). By the

joint work between Korean and Japanese teams, the imple-

mentation aims to selet MVPs in 2002 FIFA World Cup

Korea-Japan

TM

in easy and friendly manner for any Inter-

net user to partiipate and enjoy Internet voting.

Keywords| Internet voting, PKI, seurity, ryptography,

blind signature, CA.

I. Introdution

V

OTING is one of eÆient methods for deision mak-

ing in any soiety. The researh on eletroni voting

through Internet will play a very important role for the

progress of demoray. If a seure and onvenient ele-

troni voting system is provided, it will be used more fre-

quently to ollet the opinion of eligible voters for many

politial and soial deisions through yberspae.

As new servies like e-ommere, e-ash, and e-

government using ryptographi primitives beome popular

over the Internet, the possibility of eletroni voting over

the Internet also attrats great interest. If the Internet vot-

ing is suÆiently easy and omfortable, many people an

easily partiipate in voting over the Internet. It is onsid-

ered as a good solution for the reent problem of dereasing

the partiipation rate in voting with whih all nations over

the world are onfronted.

The state of California [3℄ has introdued a shadow ele-

tion test of Internet voting system for the publi ele-

tion in Conta Costa County. Reently, Calteh-MIT

joint projet [30℄ has started in 2000 to develop reli-

able and uniform US voting mahine due to the problems

that threatened the 2000 Amerian presidential eletion in

Florida [29℄.

Internet voting systems must meet seurity requirements

suh as anonymity, privay, ompleteness, fairness, veri�-

ability, and reeipt-freeness. These requirements make In-

ternet voting muh more hallenging than other eletroni
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ommere or eletroni government appliations. Although

there has been strong interest for Internet voting as a good

solution to make voting more aessible and onvenient, it

is widely believed that there is no pratial Internet voting

system satisfying all these requirements of eletroni voting

together with good eÆieny.

In this researh, we design Internet voting system us-

ing publi key infrastruture (PKI). Our proposed Internet

voting system satis�es most of important seurity require-

ments and has eÆieny and exibility. Although this sys-

tem is not quite the �rst trial, we believe it is the �rst user-

friendly, seure Internet voting system using PKI whih is

open to general people over the Internet. In our system,

voter's privay is guaranteed by using blind signature and

mix-net, and robustness is provided through the thresh-

old enryption sheme. By employing Java language suit-

able for the Internet, we an implement a user-friendly web

interfae for the voting system and a downloadable vot-

ing applet. Furthermore, we use PKI for worldwide key

distribution and ahieve \one erti�ate/one vote" poliy.

Therefore, anyone an partiipate in the voting if he gets

a erti�ate from CA.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Setion

2, we will review seurity requirements of Internet voting

system disussed in the literature. We will briey desribe

related works done till now and ryptographi omponents

to design Internet voting system in Setions 3 and 4, re-

spetively. In Setion 5, we will disuss the general arhi-

teture of our voting system and show how eah stages are

designed. In Setion 6, we will introdue typial imple-

mentation inluding building stu�s, ryptographi library

and network onnetions. In Setion 7, we sketh a typi-

al voting applet to selet MVPs of 2002 FIFA World Cup

Korea-Japan

TM

implemented till now. Finally, onluding

remarks will follow in Setion 8.

II. Seurity Requirements

Many extensive researhes on eletroni voting have been

onduted and now an extensive list of seurity require-

ments for eletroni voting is available. In general, we an

lassify the seurity requirements of eletroni voting pro-

tool into the following two riteria [6℄, [16℄, [19℄, [20℄, [21℄,

[33℄:

Basi Requirements

� Privay: All votes should be seret.

� Completeness: All valid votes should be ounted or-

retly.

� Soundness: Anyone annot disturb the voting.

� Unreusability: All voters an vote only one.
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� Eligibility: Anyone who is eligible an vote.

� Fairness: Noting an a�et the voting.

Most eletroni voting systems must meet these basi re-

quirements.

Extended Requirements

� Walk-away: The voter need not to make any ation after

voting.

� Robustness: The voting system should be suessful re-

gardless of partial failure of the system.

� Universal veri�ability: Anyone an verify the validity of

the whole voting proess.

� Reeipt-freeness: Voter should not be able to prove his

or her vote to a buyer. Voter does not have any reeipt for

the vote to prevent vote-selling.

The universal veri�ability and reeipt-freeness are of

great ryptographi interest, but will ost a lot for real

implementation in pratie. To the best of our knowledge,

there is no single ideal sheme whih satis�es all the re-

quirements desribed above. Safevote, In. [4℄ presents also

a set of requirements of voting system appliable to paper,

eletroni and Internet voting together.

Sine our goal is to design and implement a Internet

voting system to be useful in pratie, some seurity re-

quirements like universal veri�ability and reeipt-freeness

an be ignored. Our design mainly fouses to provide high

eÆieny and low delay in Internet voting to normal users

with meeting all the basi requirements as well. This en-

ables more voters from any plae an join our voting system

at any time.

III. Related Works

Numerous researhes have been done to onstrut se-

ure and eÆient voting systems: shemes based on homo-

morphi enryption [5℄, [11℄, [12℄, [32℄, shemes based on

Mix-net [1℄, [2℄, [24℄, [31℄, and shemes based on blind sig-

nature [9℄, [16℄, [23℄. However, there is no perfet solution

satisfying every requirements together with high eÆieny.

The shemes based on homomorphi enryption are appli-

able only to yes-no voting. The shemes based on Mix-net

ost very muh to guarantee that every ballot is opened

orretly when the number of voters is large. One of the

standard shemes using blind signature was proposed by

Fujioka et. al. [16℄ (\FOO92" in short) in 1992. FOO92

use blind signatures to satisfy the privay and unreusabil-

ity property, and the bit-ommitment sheme to realize the

fairness property. It is eÆient in omputation and is ap-

pliable to multiple hoies in very exible way. But a on-

siderable obstale aused by using bit-ommitment sheme

in FOO92 is that all voters have to join the ballot ounting

proess. This means that it is not pratial to apply FOO92

for the real world, sine eah voter must stay until all other

voters omplete the voting stage. An improved sheme was

proposed by Ohkubo et. al. [23℄ (\OMAFO99" in short)

in 1999. They proposed a pratial blind signature-based

voting sheme that allows voters to walk away one they

�nish asting their votes. They use a threshold enryp-

tion sheme to solve walk-away problem instead of using

bit-ommitment protool. In this sheme the ballots are

enrypted with server's publi key and the threshold de-

ryption of ballot is onduted by multiple servers. We

will explain this sheme in more detail later.

On the other hands, there have been several pratial

implementations as a trial for replaing ordinary voting by

eletroni voting.

By Cranor and Cytron [10℄, a pratial, seure and pri-

vate system alled Sensus for polling (onduting surveys

and eletions) over omputer network has been designed

and implemented by expanding FOO92. Sine Sensus is a

diret implementation of FOO92, eah voter an not walk

away until all other voters omplete their voting. Moreover,

It is assumed that voters ommuniate with the adminis-

trator and the tallier via a speial anonymous hannel that

an transmit messages to both sides. This hannel is not

implemented in Sensus.

A researh group at the Laboratory for Computer Si-

ene, MIT, had implemented a system alled EVOX [18℄

based on FOO92. While the system has been used at MIT

for Undergraduate Assoiates eletions, EVOX still pos-

sesses ertain vulnerabilities using only single administra-

tor. In 1999, a seond branh [14℄ of the EVOX system

has been reated whih uses multiple administrators for

vote signing. This improve the seurity by preventing the

administrator from forging votes. In the EVOX system,

they use an Anonymizer whih an be regarded as a single

mix server to realize anonymous hannel. Furthermore, the

walk-away problem is solved by sending the vote and om-

mitment at the same time. But, the ompleteness property

an be broken by the maliious tallier, sine only one tallier

ount votes.

These implementations have same drawbak, key distri-

bution that is a traditional problem in ryptography. They

assume that all neessary publi keys and private keys are

generated and stored in a seure way. The assumption an

be an obstale to apply these implementations to the real

world. We use PKI to solve key distribution problem. This

an be a good way to expand the number of voters easily

over the Internet.

IV. Cryptographi Components

To enhane the readability of this paper to the readers,

we will desribe ryptographi omponents briey whih

are used to design our Internet Voting Systems.

ElGamal Publi Key Enryption

The ElGamal publi key enryption is a widely used

publi key ryptosystem whose seurity is based on the

intratability of the disrete logarithm problem [15℄ and

DiÆe-Hellman problem [13℄. First, an entity A reates a

publi key and its orresponding private key as follows:

generates large primes p and q with qjp�1 and a generator

g of Z

�

p

of order q, and reates a pair of keys, x 2 Z

�

q

and

y = g

x

mod p. Other entity B an enrypt a messagem for

A as (G;M) = (g

a

;m � y

a

) where a is a random number.

A an derypt the iphertext (G;M) to get the original

message m =M=G

x

mod p.
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Rijndael Blok Cipher

In our system, we use a hybrid sheme [22℄ to handle

long size of input message that exeed the modules size of

underlying publi key enryption. We hoose a blok i-

pher, Rijndael [26℄ whih was hosen as Advaned Enryp-

tion Standard (AES) algorithm reently by NIST. It is said

that Rijndael resists against all known attaks, providing

speed and ode ompatness on a wide range of platforms

and simpliity of design.

Shnorr Signature

The Shnorr signature [25℄, [27℄ is used in our system.

Key generation for the Shnorr signature sheme are as

follows: an entity A generates large primes p and q with

qjp � 1 and a generator g of Z

�

p

of order q, and reates

a pair of keys, x 2 Z

q

and y = g

�x

mod p. A publish

y and keeps x seret. The signature of a message m is a

form as (e; s), where r = g

k

mod p with a random k 2 Z

�

q

,

e = H(m; r) mod q and s = k + ex mod q. We employ

SHA-1 as a hash funtion H . Other entity B an verify

the signature as e = H(m; g

s

y

e

mod p).

Shnorr Blind Signature

Blind signature shemes [8℄ are two party protools be-

tween a sender A and a signer B. The purpose of a blind

signature is to prevent the signer B from observing the

message it signs and its resulting signature.

Our voting system use a blind signature proposed by

Shnorr [25℄. Key generation for the Shnorr blind sig-

nature is the same as the Shnorr signature. To get the

signature of a seret message m, A asks B to initiate a

ommuniation. B hooses a random k 2 Z

�

q

, and sends

r = g

k

mod p to A. A blinds this value with two ran-

dom elements �; � 2 Z

�

q

into r

0

= rg

��

y

��

mod p, om-

putes e

0

= H(m; r

0

) mod q and sends e = e

0

+ � mod q

to B. B returns s suh that g

s

y

e

= r mod p. Fi-

nally, A omputes s

0

= s � � mod q. This way, the pair

(e

0

; s

0

) is a valid Shnorr signature of m sine it satis�es

e

0

= H(m; g

s

0

y

e

0

mod p).

Threshold Sheme

In 1979, Shamir at �rst de�ned the notion of threshold

sheme [28℄ (often alled a seret sharing sheme). The

(k; n) threshold sheme proposed by Shamir is to divide a

seret D into n piees D

1

; D

2

; : : : ; D

n

in suh a way that:

� Knowledge of any k (k < n) or more D

i

piees makes D

easily omputable.

� Knowledge of any k�1 or fewer D

i

piees leaves D om-

pletely undetermined.

A piee of a seret is alled share. The sheme originally

proposed by Shamir is based on polynomial interpolation.

Anonymous Channel

An anonymous hannel is a kind of ommuniation han-

nel that hides the traÆ pattern of the network. It hides

the orrespondenes between the senders and messages. D.

Chaum introdued a seure anonymous hannel alled a

mix-net [7℄. The mix-net onsists of a series of mix servers,

whih for inputs of a list of iphertexts output a permuted

list of items. The outputs are either the permuted plain-

texts that orrespond to the input iphertexts, or the per-

muted iphertexts that orrespond to the same plaintexts

as the input iphertexts. The important funtion of mix-

net is that the anonymity of the output is guaranteed as

long as at least one server works honestly.

Although a universally veri�able mix server an be used

for providing reliable proof of orretness, it is very omplex

and ineÆient. We hoose a simple mix server using hybrid

sheme [22℄ that ombine asymmetri key exhange and

symmetri enryption. Rijndeal is used as a symmetri

enryption in our system as stated earlier.

PKI

Publi key ryptography plays an important role in pro-

viding seurity servies suh as on�dentiality, authentia-

tion, digital signatures, and integrity. Publi key ryptog-

raphy uses a pair of keys: publi and private. These keys

are mathematially related, but the private key annot be

derived from the publi key. The publi key an be known

by anyone, but the private key is kept seret by its owner.

For the publi key ryptography to be widely used in ap-

pliations, the ability to verify the authentiity of publi

key is required. This is ahieved by the use of erti�ate,

whih provides a means to bind a publi key to its owner.

The erti�ate ontains erti�ation information suh as

owner's name, the assoiated publi key, and validity pe-

riod, and are issued by a trusted Certi�ation Authority

(CA).

V. Internet Voting System Arhiteture

In this Setion, we desribe overall arhiteture and de-

tailed protool steps of our voting system. We assume that

the voters trust the admin server ompletely, and anybody

an post, but nobody an erase or overwrite the data one

written in the bulletin board. We use some ryptographi

primitives suh as threshold enryption, digital signature,

blind signature, and mix-net as stated before. As shown

in Fig. 1, Internet voting system arhiteture onsists of

six basi entities; voter, admin, bulletin board, mix server,

tally server and erti�ation authority.

Fig. 1. Internet voting system arhiteture.

Throughout this paper we use the following notations:

V

i

: voter i

C

i

: V

i

's erti�ate
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AS: Admin server

M : Mix-server

T : Talliers (T

j

denotes the tallier j)

BB: Bulletin board and ballot box

DB: Database

E

T

: T 's threshold enryption sheme

D

T

: T 's threshold deryption sheme

E

M

: M 's enryption sheme

D

M

: M 's deryption sheme

S

i

: V

i

's signature sheme

S

A

: AS's signature sheme

B: Blinding proedure

UB: Unblinding proedure

ID

i

: V

i

's identi�ation

v

i

: Vote of V

i

A. Voting protool

We hoose OMAFO99 for our Internet voting system

sine it is eÆient in terms of omputation and its typi-

al implementation is available for large sale voting. The

basi seurity of our system is based on the diÆulty of

solving disrete logarithm uniformly.

OMAFO99 inherits most of the seurity properties of

FOO92, but the major di�erenes are the number of tal-

liers and the use of threshold enryption sheme instead of

using bit-ommitment sheme. The relation between the

voter's identity and ballot is sealed by the blind signature

sheme. Ballot is sent through an anonymous hannel, so

no one an violate voter privay. Unreusability and eligi-

bility also hold under the assumption that no voter an

break the blind signature sheme and the ordinary digital

signature sheme. The most important improvement is the

walk-away property whih the voters may leave away after

asting their votes. They need not send any information

to talliers to open their ballots beause they enrypt their

votes with the tallier's publi key. Furthermore, fairness

is also assured beause maliious talliers that are less than

threshold t an not derypt the ballots in the middle. Ro-

bustness is assured under assumption that the number of

olluding authorities don't exeed a predetermined thresh-

old. However, universal veri�ability and reeipt-freeness is

not guaranteed in OMAFO99.

B. Internet Voting Stages

As shown in Fig. 1, our system onsists of three stages:

registration, voting, and ounting stages. Before beginning

these stage, system parameters and all entities' key pairs

exept voters should be generated and distributed by using

PKI.

Registration Stage

(R1) V

i

aesses AS to download registration form and

inputs his information required for erti�ate issuing. The

information is enrypted with AS's publi key and is sent

to AS. Then AS heks that V

i

has the right to vote after

derypting the information. If V

i

doesn't have the right,

AS gives an error message. Otherwise, AS gives V

i

the

right to download key generation applet.

(R2) After downloading key generation applet and gener-

ating key pairs, V

i

keeps his private key in safe storage and

sends his publi key to AS to request C

i

.

(R3) AS requests C

i

issuing to CA. CA issues a erti�ate

to V

i

. V

i

stores C

i

in safe storage.

Voting Stage

(V1) After downloading login applet to enter voting stage,

V

i

provides authentiation data (ID and password). AS

heks whether the voter has already voted or not. If V

i

had

already voted, AS rejets the authorization. Otherwise,

AS gives V

i

the right to download voting applet.

(V2) After downloading the voting applet, V

i

selets vote

v

i

of his hoie and enrypts v

i

with T 's publi key of the

threshold enryption sheme as x

i

= E

T

(v

i

). V

i

blinds x

i

as e

i

= B(x

i

; r

i

), where r

i

is a randomly hosen blinding

fator. V

i

signs e

i

as s

i

= S

i

(e

i

) and sends (ID

i

; e

i

; s

i

) to

AS.

(V3) AS veri�es the signature s

i

of message e

i

. If s

i

is

valid, then AS signs e

i

as d

i

= S

A

(e

i

) and sends d

i

to V

i

.

At the end of the voting stage, AS announes the number

of voters reeiving AS's signature, and publishes the �nal

list as (ID

i

; e

i

; s

i

).

(V4) V

i

retrieves the desired signature y

i

of ballot x

i

by

y

i

= UB(d

i

; r

i

). V

i

heks whether y

i

is AS's signature for

x

i

. If this hek fails, V

i

laims it by showing that (x

i

; y

i

)

is invalid.

(V5) V

i

enrypts (x

i

; y

i

) with the enryption key of the

mix-net as 

i

= E

M

(x

i

; y

i

) and sends the resulting doubly

enrypted ballot to BB via a sender authentiated publi

hannel (signed message and erti�ate by the voter are

sent).

(V6) BB heks the signature of the posted message by

using V

i

's erti�ate.

Counting Stage

(C1) M derypts the list of 

i

and outputs the list of

(x

i

; y

i

) in random order.

(C2) T

j

veri�es the signature y

i

of x

i

. If the veri�ation

fails, T

j

laims that y

i

is not a valid signature of x

i

by

publishing (x

i

; y

i

). If more than t talliers agree with T

j

on

(x

i

; y

i

), M has to prove in zero-knowledge that (x

i

; y

i

) is

the orret result of deryption of 

i

. T

j

heks the proofs

issued by M . If the heks fails, it means that M issued

wrong proof. If all proofs are valid, whih means that

M works fairly, then the voter has ast an invalid vote.

Thus, the vote is exluded from further steps of the ount-

ing stage.

(C3) T ooperatively derypts ballot x

i

and retrieves vote

v

i

as v

i

= D

T

(x

i

) in ommuniation via the bulletin board.

T publishes the voting results by using BB.

C. System Arhiteture

As mentioned before, the system onsists of six entities;

V

i

, AS, BB, M , T , and CA. Sine only a person having

erti�ate an get the right to vote, V

i

should register at

AS to get C

i

before voting. The registration stage in Fig.

2 shows the erti�ate issuing proedures in detail.

AS is responsible for verifying the voter's right to vote

and authentiating the ballot. It must permit only one vote
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Fig. 2. Registration stage.

per eligible voter. AS an play the role of a registration

authority (RA) when issuing C

i

. After suessful registra-

tion, AS requests CA to issue C

i

for eah registered person.

After reeiving C

i

from CA and storing it, AS sends C

i

to

V

i

. C

i

is issued in simpli�ed form based on X.509v3.

After reeiving C

i

, V

i

an vote by using voting applet

whih is exeuted in web browser. When the program is

downloaded after entering his ID and password, V

i

simply

needs to lik on his hoie and lik on the \Vote" button.

Then, the applet ommuniate automatially with AS to

get AS's blind signature. Finally, doubly enrypted ballot,

V

i

's signature, and C

i

are posted to BB.

BB is used as a publi ommuniation hannel that an

be read by any entity. Eah legitimate entity an write

message only on its designated setion. No entity an erase

any information from BB. When reeiving enrypted bal-

lot and V

i

's signature, BB veri�es V

i

's signature and store

the enrypted ballot to DB.

After the voting time is over,M mixes doubly enrypted

ballots by voters and derypts these mixed ballots. T re-

eives enrypted ballots from M and opens them by using

threshold deryption protool. Finally, T publishes the re-

sults by using BB.

VI. Typial Implementation

In order to implement Internet voting system eÆiently,

we try to use built-in omponents produed by Korean se-

urity industries and extend their funtions to meet our

objetives.

We hoose to use the CA server by KSIGN [36℄, one of

CA vendors in Korea, and the Java rypto library J/LOCK

by STI [38℄. Insol Soft [34℄ is responsible for web interfae

for voters and SECUi.COM [37℄ provides seurity manage-

ment of main omputer and seurity measures of network.

Imai laboratory at the University of Tokyo is responsible

for heking orretness and vulnerability of our system.

A. Servers

AS and BB an be implemented on Unix system us-

ing Apahe as a web server and Tomat as a servlet on-

tainer and JavaServer Pages

TM

(JSP) implementation. We

have developed the main part of AS and BB by using JSP,

JDK1.2, and Java rypto library. Orale DB is used for AS

to manage a huge number of information of all voters. BB

also use an independent DB to handle ballots. Sine JDBC

(Java Database Connetivity) and standard SQL queries

are used for handling DB, we an use other database sys-

tems suh as Informix, Orale, Sybase, Mirosoft, and so

on. M and T are implemented in C language on a Linux

system. We use only one mix server for eÆieny.

The system environments an be as follows:

� M , T : Intel Pentium II 866Mhz, Linux kernel 2.2.17

� AS, BB, CA : Sun Ultra-Spar 550Mhz, Solaris 2.8

� DB : Orale 8.0

B. Voting Applet

The voting applet is a downloadable program ode and

is exeuted in voter's web browser supporting Java, whih

ontains neessary information to support the atual an-

didate seletions. The voter does not need to download

any ode ahead of time. The voting stage in Fig. 3 shows

the ation of the voting applet.

Fig. 3. Voting stage.

The voting applet needs permission to open onnetions

to multiple addresses and to aess a seret �le ontaining

voter's private key. A simple and seure way to ahieve this

is using the funtionality of signed applet in JDK whih al-

lows safe downloading and exeution of the applet. Beause

Java applet is running inside sandbox, there is no need to

worry about system seurity.

Now, the target system where the voting applet an op-

erate is limited to Window OS on PC beause the loation

of the seret key an be stored safely.

C. Cryptographi Library

In addition to J/LOCK by STI, we utilize the previ-

ously existing rypto-library in C language implemented

by NTT [17℄, whih has one used to implement Inter-

net voting system. The J/LOCK library inludes a lass

and interfae hierarhy for keys, enryption, deryption,

blinding, and signature. We have implemented the nees-

sary C-library for ElGamal publi key ryptosystem and

Rijndael. Other ryptographi primitives suh as thresh-

old enryption sheme, Shnorr digital signature sheme,
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Shnorr blind signature sheme, and mix-net sheme are

implemented.

D. Network Connetions

Java provides basi networking funtionality. This in-

ludes the ability to reate sokets whih are exible and

suÆient for general ommuniation. Also, it supports

RMI (Remote Method Invoation) whih is the ation of

invoking a method of a remote interfae on a remote objet.

In the Java platform's distributed objet model, a remote

objet is one whose methods an be invoked from another

Java virtual mahine, potentially on a di�erent host. Sine

objets are serializible, we an send objet streams through

sokets or RMI. By using this mehanism, we an make se-

ure onnetions without SSL onnetion.

We o�er two types of onnetions, simple and seure on-

netions. A simple onnetion is provided diretly by JDK

sokets, but a seure onnetion is provided by a rypto-

graphi layer.

VII. Appliation

Currently, we are applying our Internet voting system

to selet MVPs of 2002 FIFA World Cup Korea-Japan

TM

,

whih will be held from May 31 to June 30, 2002 at ma-

jor ities in Korea and Japan. This appliation aims to

demonstrate eletroni voting tehnology to the world in

easy and friendly manner with joint work by Korean and

Japanese teams.

Beause this system will be open to general people all

over the world via the Internet, a huge amount of data

handling are expeted. To overome this bottlenek, we

will use superomputer running by KISTI [35℄, Korea.

As an example, the voting applet illustrated in Fig. 4

provides two hoies, the MVP and the best goalkeeper.

To vote for a player, voter �rstly hoose the ountry where

the player belongs and then selets a player in the player

list of the ountry.

Fig. 4. Voting applet for 2002 worldup Korea-Japan.

We expet the Internet voting system will be served at

http://mvp.worldup2002.or.kr.

VIII. Conluding Remarks

We have designed the Internet voting system using PKI.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst user-friendly,

seure Internet voting system using PKI. Now we have �n-

ished to implement our voting system inside LAN. Further

works like porting job to superomputer, system seurity

measures, network seurity measures, and performane test

need to be done. In our system, voter's private key will be

stored in the hard disk of PC in a seure way assuming

that most voters use PC, but it an be vulnerable to any

maliious attak. If smart ard is used to store voter's pri-

vate key, the problem will be improved a lot. Sine voters

will onnet to our system in remote way from all over the

world, it is very hard to authentiate voters in non fae-to-

fae situation. An eÆient authentiation mehanism for

eligible voters is under development now. Also, the fault

tolerane of voting host, traÆ bottlenek due to limited

bandwidth and omputing power and the maximum num-

ber of voters to be allowed need to be arefully designed.

If we sueed in serving the Internet voting system to the

world, we an yield very important experienes suh as:

� Worldwide level appliation of ryptographi tehnology.

� Contribution to the development of information seurity

related-industry suh as PKI.

� Typial example of international ooperation between 2

ountries: Korea and Japan.

� Many feedbaks and valuable lessons to the planned In-

ternet voting systems, et.
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